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SUMMARY

Inspection on December'12 - 16, 1983

Areas Inspected

This special, announced inspection involved 33 inspector-hours on site in the
areas of inde endent reverification of inservice inspection work activities and
IE bulletin bs-02.

Results

Of the two areas inspected, no violations or deviations were identified.
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REPORT DETAILS

.1. Persons Contacted

-Licensee Employees

*J. Pittman, Assistant Plant Superintendent
*J. Miller, Field Services Supervisor+

*C. Rozear, Compliance Engineer
*T. Gilbert, ISI Coordinator
*T.. Hale, ISI Coordinator

*0. Butler, Level III, NDE Examiner
*L. Jones, Quality Engineering Supervisor

Other- licensee employees contacted included technicians, security force
members, and office personnel.

_

'NRC Resident Inspector-

*C. A. Patterson, Resident Inspector

* Attended exit interview

2. Exit Interview

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on December 16, 1983, with
those persons indicated in paragraph 1 above. The licensee acknowledged the
inspection findings.

3. Licensee Action on Previous Enforcement Matters

Not inspected.

4. Unresolved Items

Unresolved items were not identified during this inspection.

Independent Reverification of Inservice Inspection Work Activities (737538)5. .
Unit 3

The inspector repeated selected ISI examinations previously performed by the
-licensee to determine the licensee's compliance with regulatory requirements
and commitments and with IE Bulletin 83-02. The applicable code for the ISI
.is ASME Section XI (74S75).
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The following welds were independently ultrasonically re-examined by the NRC
inspector using Region II ultrasonic equipment in order to confirm the
adequacy of the licensee's examinations:

WELD N0. PIPE SIZE SCANS PERFORMED

GR-3-29 28" Diameter Sxial, Circumferential and
Skew scans from Elbow side
of weld

GR-3-62 28" Diameter Axial, Circumferential and

Skew Scans from Elbow Side
of weld

KR-3-50 28" Diameter Axial, Circumferential and
Skew Scans from both sides
of weld

GR-3-56 28" Diameter Axial, Circumferential and
Skew Scans from Elbow side
of weld

GR-3-37 22" Diameter Axial, Circumferential and
Skew Scans from Elbow side
of weld

KR-3-37 22" Diameter Axial, Circumferential and
Skew Scans from both sides
of weld

KR-3-15 22" Diameter Axial, Circumferential and
Skew Scans from both sides
of weld

KR-3-36 22" Diameter Axial, Circumferential and
Skew Scans from both sides

KR-3-14 22" Diameter Axial, Circumferential and
Skew Scans from both sides
of the weld

GR-3-35 12" Diameter Axial, Circumferential and
Skew Scans from pipe side
of weld

Within the areas examined, no violations or deviations were identified.

6. Status of Inspection and Enforcement Bulletins (92703) Units 1, 2 and 3

a. (Closed) IE Bulletin 82-03: Stress corrosion cracking in thick-wall,
large diameter stainless steel, recirculation system piping at BWR
plants (Unit 2). Work associated with this Bulletin has been completed.
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This work was performed by Lambert, MacGill and Thomas, Inc. and
resulted in the identification of cracks in sweep-o-let welds KR-2-36
and KR-2-14.

b. (0 pen) IE Bulletin 83-02: Stress . corrosion cracking in thick-wall,
large diameter stainless - steel, recirculation system piping at .BWR-

plants -(Units 1 and 3). .This bulletin upgraded the requirements of
IEB-82-03, and required additional units to be examined for IGSCC.
Work on Unit I has been completed with approximately 50 welds con-
taining cracks having been identified. 36 welds were determined to
require overlay weld repairs before returning to power. The licensee
intends to replace the recirculation system piping on this unit during,

the next refueling outage. Unit 3 ultrasonic examinations should be
completed by January 15, 1984. With over three-fourths of the welds
completed only one weld has been reported- as being cracked (weld
DSHS-3-2 in the 6-inch diameter residual heat removal head spray line).

The inspector also re-examined this weld ultrsonically and concurs
that it has a linear indication approximately 11 inch long which is

' indicative of IGSCC.

Within the areas examined, no-violation or deviations were observed.
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